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In this paper we obtain an existence theorem for an integro-differential 
equation of the type 
24s) t- 
s 
K(s, t) c (- l)lal D”B,(t, &c)(t)) dt = 0. 
R a, <m 
Hence &u)(t) = {D%(t) : / a I Q m) and B, is a function of C? x RSm in to RI. 
We assume that B, satisfies “Nemytskii type” growth condition and also a 
monotonicity type condition. The kernel K is assumed to be such that it is in 
Wm*“(Q x Q) and is angle bounded. Our existence theorem is obtained by using 
the theory of monotone operators for Hammerstein operator equations. 
In this paper we discuss a special case of the integro-differential equation of 
the form 
u(s) + jn K(s, t)f(t, u(t) ,..., D-‘%(t)) dt = 0. (“1 
Following Browder [3], we make use of the following terminology. The points 
of the open set 52 _C R” will be denoted by t = (tI ,..., tn) and the elementary 
differential operator by D” = nj”=, (a/&>“i for an ordered n-tuple 01 = (czl ,..., LX,) 
of nonnegative integers, with the order of the operator De being written as 
1 a 1 = Cj”=, aj . RSm will denote the vector space whose elements are 
f={,$=,:Ia1 <m}andforanyEERS m and 1 Cp < ~0, I f ID = Xlai<rn I 5, ID. 
We represent each such 5 as a pair .$ = (5, T), where 7 = {Q: 1 p ( < m - l> 
and 5 = (6,: / OL 1 = HZ}. 
We assume that f(t, u(t),..., Dzmu(t)) is of divergence type 
f(t, u(t),..., D”Wt)) = , ; (- 1)‘“’ D”B,(t, E(u) (t)) (1) 
a -.m 
where E(u) (t) = (D%(t): 1 01 1 ,( m} and B, is a function of Q x RSm into RI. 
Thus Eq. (*) becomes 
u(s) + j K(s, t) c (-l)l”l DmB,(t, t(u) (t)) dt = 0. 
R l”lQL 
114 
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If integration by parts is carried out in (**) and K E ZV~~v(Q x Q) then (**) 
becomes 
This suggests the following definition. By a (weak) solution of (**) we mean 
u E Wr,P such that 
We now define the map F: Wgi7” --f (Wr,“)* implicitly by 
[Fe4 (t) = fL(t> (4 (t)), u E w0nz.l: 
[G&l (4 = W, 4Wh r# E (LVqSY 
Here (LJ)S~~~ is the product space of Ll’, S,, times. Then 
(v, Fu? = s, , ;,,, D”(v(t)) F&t) dt. 
a:.. 
We have the following lemmas. 
(5) 
LEMMA 1. Suppose each B,(t, 6) is measurable in t for fixed 5 in RSm and is 
continuous in 5 for almost all t in Q. Further assume that each B, satisfies 
I B,(t, <)I G c, I E l/‘-l + gAt)> 
c, > 0, g, E Lq, (I/p) + (l/q) z-7 1. 
(6) 
Then the operator F is a bounded continuous map from W~‘T~ to Lg. 
Proof. If ju == (E(u)}, then F, = G, 0 j. Since G, maps all of (LpX)sm into 
L’I, by a theorem of Krasnosel’skii [7, pp. 221 G, is a bounded continuous map 
from (LPX)Sm into L4. Since j is a continuous map from ;ctrom,’ to (LpX)sm, it 
follows that the composite map G, oj = F is a bounded continuous map from 
w”*p to L’1. 0 
LEMMA 2. Under the hypotheses of Lemma 1, the operator F given by (2) is a 
bounded demicontinuous operator from WTYp to ( WT9ri)*. 
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Proof. We have by (5) 
(v, W = s, a&m DW) FM dt. \ 
Using (6) and Holder’s inequality we get 
I.e., 
where c = m=qal&n c,(LIs~ I>, d = maxlulSm II g, /IQ (CMS~ Wq. Hence 
IIFu II d c II u IK; + d. (7) 
Here II Fu II denotes the (strong) (Wr ‘)* norm of Fu. This shows that F is a 
bounded map from Wr9z, to (WT’)*. 
Let now u, + u in WF*p, then by (5) we get 
(v, Fun - Fu) = jn, ; Dav(t) (FaG) - F&)) dt. 
CL m 
Applying Holder’s inequality we get 
I(v,Fun - u>l < c II Dmv l/p IIFaun - Fciu Its 
Ial@ 
< (, Em 1)“’ II v llm.2, ;~llKuv - Fau IIP.. 
@i., a\ 
By Lemma 1 each F is a bounded continuous map from Wrpp to Lq and so 
/I Fu, - Fu /Ia --t 0 for each 01. Therefore it follows from the above inequality 
that 
<a, Fu, - Fu) --f 0 for every a E Worn* . 
Since we assumed p > 1, WFpp is reflexive and the above equation shows that 
Fu, converges to Fu weakly in (WFsp)*. Th is p roves that F is demicontinuous. 
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Following Yosida [S, pp. 981, we now give a useful representation of the space 
(UJ’~~~)*. For this we first define the concept of the (--m) norm. 
DEFINITION 1. The (-m) norm of b E W$Q = Lq is defined by 
where 
(8) 
Clearly 
(w, b) = f w(t) b(t) dt. 
a 
and 
NW> VI < II w llm,p II b II-m . (10) 
The following theorem, which is similar to that of Lax in Yosida [8, pp. 981, 
gives the representation of the dual space of the space Wr,v. We omit the proof. 
THEOREM 1. The dual space ( WFlp)* of the space Wp+ may be identijed with 
the completion of the space Lq with respect to the (-m) norm in the following sense. 
To every 6 E (Wr*“)*, there exists a sequence {b,} CL@for which 11 b, - b,, II-m + 0 
as n, n’ -+ co and (w, b) = lim(w, b,) = lim fo w(t) b,(t) dt for every w E Wr,V. 
Now define the linear operator A,: Lq + W2pp by 
A,v(s) = j” K(s, t) v(t) dt, v E L’I. (11) 
s2 
Then we have the following lemma. 
LEMMA 3. If the kernel K is in W rSp(!2 x Q) then the linear integral operator 
A,, de$ned by (11) is a continuous operator from Lq to WF,p with respect to the 
(-m) norm in LQ. 
Proof. We have 
L%4 (4 = j. K(s, t> u(t) dt. 
Then 
DEA,u(s) = j. Q”K(s, t) u(t) dt. 
R 
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Since u E LQ and K(s, *) E Wr9p it follows by (10) that 
I @444l G II R”lW .)llm.e II u II--m 
which gives 
e II K Ilm,a II ?.4 II-m > 
i.e., 
II 4,~ II rn,P G II K Ilm.z, II 24 II-m (12) 
where II K /Lz, is the Wrp”(12 x Q) norm of K(s, t). For the sake of completeness 
we give the following definitions, to which we shall refer on numerous occasions 
in this paper. 
DEFINITION 2. If X is a real Banach space and X* is its dual, we let (w, u) 
denote the duality pairing between the element w of X* and the element u of X. 
A mapping A of X into X* is said to be monotone if for all u, v in X we have 
(Au-Av,u-v)>,O. 
DEFINITION 3. If A is a bounded monotone linear map of X into X*, then 
A is said to be angle bounded with constant a 3 0 if for all u, v in X 
I(Au, v) - (Av, u)i < 2a{(Au, u)}~/~ ((Av, v)}li2. 
It is clear that every monotone map A which is symmetric (i.e., (Au, v) = 
(Av, u) for all u, v in X) is angle bounded with a = 0. 
Remark 1. Since by Theorem 1, (Worn,‘) * can be identified with the comple- 
tion of the space L* with respect to the (-m) norm, A, has a unique continuous 
extension A to ( WrsD)*. This extension is not an integral operator in the classical 
sense. 
Remark 2. Assume A,, is monotone as a map from Lq to Lp, i.e., (A,+, u) > 0 
for all u in Lg. Then since ( WFpD) * is the completion of the space La, the extension 
A of A, will be monotone from ( WFvp)* to Wrvp. Similarly, for the angle 
boundedness of the operator A it suffices to assume the angle boundedness of 
the operator A,, . 
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DEFINITION 4. Suppose X is a real Banach space and X* is its dual. A 
map F: X--+ X* is said to be pseudomonotone if for any weakly convergent 
sequence {un} in X with weak limit u, for which 
iiiii(Fu, , u, - u) < 0 
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we have Fu, converging weakly to Fu in X* and (Fu, , u,> converging to 
(Fu, u>. 
Remark 3. Every hemicontinuous monotone map is pseudomonotone and 
so is the sum of a pseudomonotone and a hemicontinuous monotone map 
P, PP. 1331. 
We state the following result due to Browder [5] for pseudomonotone maps. 
THEOREM 2. If X is a rejlexive Banach space and T is a pseudomonotone 
map of S into X* such that 
(Tu,u) >O forilul: > R >0 
then the range of T is all of X*. 
We shall use the following theorem. It generalizes Theorem 3 of Amann [I] 
for the Hammerstein operator equation u + AFu = 0 for the case when A is 
noncompact and F is not continuous. 
THEOREM 3. Suppose X is a Banach space, A is an angle-bounded map of X* 
into X with constant of angle boundedness a 3 0, F is a bounded hemicontinuous 
map of S into X* such that 
(Fu, u} > -c jl u //P - b, P < 2. (13) 
If p,, > 0 is such that 
bp02 + cpge2 i (1 + a2)-’ 1; ,;2 I;-’ (14) 
then the Hammerstein operator equation 
u + 14Fu = 0 (15) 
has a sohtiou u in X such that iI u jj < p. . 
Proof. Since A is an angle-bounded map from X* to X, it follows that there 
are linear maps S: X* + H, B: H + H such that 
A = S”(I + B) s 
where S, B, H are as in [4, Theorem 41. In particular 
((I + B)-’ h, h)H 3 (1 + a2)-” :j h 11; , h E H. 
So (15) is equivalent to 
u + S*(I f B) SFu = 0. (16) 
409/62/1-!, 
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Since S* and (I+ B) are invertible, (16) is equivalent to 
Th = (I + B)-l h + SFS*h = 0, h E H. (17) 
Let Tl = (I + ii-1 and T2 = SFS*; then obviously Tl is monotone and 
hemicontinuous and by Browder [4] T, is pseudomonotone since F is. Hence by 
Remark 3, T = Tl + T2 is a pseudomonotone map of H into itself. Furthermore 
P-h, hh = (T,h, 4, + CT&> A>,, 
> (1 + a’)-‘// h 11; + (FS*h, S*h) 
2 (1 + a’)-’ 11 h 11; - c II S*h /I’ - b 
>, (1 + u2)-’ II h lit - c II A II”‘* II h II; - b 
= 11 h 11; [(l + a”)-’ - c # - x] . 
H II h II; 
Let II h IIH > /I A //-1/2po , then 
(Th, h>H > II h II; W + ~~1-l - c II A I/ ,T2 - b II A II P,“I. 
Using (14) we get 
0% 4.t > 0 for II h IIx > II A /W2 p. . 
Thus T is a pseudomonotone map from the Hilbert space H into itself such that 
W, hjH > 0 for II h IIH > II A V2 p. . It follows from Theorem 2 that (17) 
has solution h in H and [/ h IIH < /I A /I-1/2po . This implies that u = S*h is a 
solution of (15) and I/ u jl < p. . 
Remark 4. If (13) and (14) are replaced by 
and 
0% u> 3 --c II u lip - dll u II > p<2 (18) 
dp;l + cptT2 -=z (1 + a”)-’ i/ A (I-l, (19) 
respectively, then it is seen easily from the proof of the theorem that (15) has a 
solution u in X such that jl u 11 < p. . 
Remark 5. Equation (14) is satisfied for sufficiently large p. for p < 2 and 
for p = 2 if c < (1 + u2)-l 11 A 11-l. In both cases (15) has a solution in X. This 
alsoholdsforp>2ifc=Oin(13). 
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Remark 6. In the following theorem 6 = {[,> is split in two different ways. 
f = (5,~) as defined before and 5 = (& , Q) w h ere 1 is the greatest integer less 
than m - n/p. 
We now state our existence theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Suppose 
(i) the kernel K is in Wm*r(S2 x .Q), and the operator A de$ned by it is 
angle bounded with constant a > 0; 
(ii) each B,(t, 5) is measurable in t for Jixed 5 in RSm and is continuous 
in 5 for almost all t in Q. Further let each function B, satisfy 
1 B,(t, 5)l < c, 1 5 1r-l +g& 
c, > 0, g, EL”, (l/p) + (l/y) = 1, P G 2; 
(20) 
(iii) for each t in Q and each 7 in RSm-l 
c [B,(t, c, 7) - B,(t, g’, y)] [gm - E,‘] > 0 
;a[=m 
for gn # Ee’; (21) 
(iv) assume that there exist two continuous functions co and c, from Rsc to 
Rf with C,(Q) > 0 for each q such that for all t in Q, all [ and 7 we have 
If p0 is such that 
(22) 
doi1 + cpt-’ < (1 + a’)-’ / / A I!-’ (23) 
where c = maxl,lsm ~,(l&ls~~ l), d = maxi,!Gm 1’~ Ijn (Lr,-,,, lYa. Then the 
integro-differential equation 
u(s) + 1 K(s, t) 1 (-l)‘*’ Da&(t, C(u) (t)) dt -= 0 
-a la’<m 
has at least one (weak) solution u in Wz,p such that j! u Ilm,l, < p,, . 
Proof. We shall make use of the following lemma due to Browder [3]. 
LEMMA 4. If functions B, satisfy conditions (i), (ii), and (iv) of the theorem, 
then the operator F given by (2) is pseudomonotone. 
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We now proceed to prove the main theorem. We need to show that there 
exists u E W”“yp such that 0 
The assertion will follow from Theorem 3. We set X = Wrle and define opera- 
tors F, F, , and A, as in (2), (4), and (1 I), respectively. If A is the extension 
A, to (Wryg)*, then 
and 
Au(s) = (K(s, .), v) for v in LQ 
= SC D”(K(s, t)) F&u(t) dt for u E Worn*‘, sz Ial<” 
since F,u E LQ by hypothesis (20) and Lemma 1. Therefore (***) becomes 
u f AFu = 0. (24) 
By Lemma 3, A is a continuous angle-bounded map from X* to X and by 
Lemmas 2 and 4 F is a bounded hemicontinuous pseudomonotone map from X 
to X*. Furthermore by (20), we have as in (18) 
(Fu, u> 3 --c II u If., - d I/ u llw . 
Using (23) we find that A and F satisfy the required hypotheses of Theorem 3, 
Remark 4. Therefore it follows that there exists a solution u in X such that 
11 u 11 < p. . This in turn implies that (**) has a weak solution u in WFlp satisfying 
II u lIm.Tl 4 PO * 
EXAMPLE. Consider the integro-differential equation 
u(s) - j- K(s, t) [Lu(t) + B(t, u(t)> u&J, u,(Q)1 dt = 0, (25) 
52 
where Q C R2, t = (tl , tz), and 
Ui@) = g 7 i= 1,2, 
9, 
Lu(t) = & (b,(t) 
1 
g) + g (w 2;) * 
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We assume that the kernel K in W~V2(Q x L?) is symmetric and monotone and 
the function B satisfies the Caratheodory conditions and 
I W 5,) 9 El > t2)l G 41 to I t I ~5 I + I 5, il 1 g(t), 
b > 0, g EL$ 
(26) 
b,(t) 2 Y, b,(t) > Y, Y > 0, 6, , b, E L2. (27) 
Then in our earlier notation we can write 
-WW -I- BP, 4th s(t), u,(t))1 = c t--l)‘“’ D%(t, &Y(u) (t>), 
:4<1 
where 
Bo&, 5,, 51 3 52) = --B@, 5, > 51, 521, 
B&, to, 51, 52) = b,(t) 51, (28) 
%,(c to, El 9 62) = b,(t) 52. 
It is seen easily that. 
(i) the operator A defined by the kernel K is angle bounded with con- 
stant a = 0; 
(ii) condition (ii) of Theorem 4 is obviously satisfied for p = 2, 
C 01 = II b, II , cr,, = II b, 1) by virtue of (26), (27), and (28); 
(iii) condition (iii) of the theorem is satisfied since 
,& [B& to, 51 > t2) - B&, 50, 5’1 3 c72)l (Ee - 5’m) 
= b,(t) (& - 6'1) (f, - 5'1) + b,(t) (t2 - 6'2) (52 - ('2) 
= b,(t) (51 - 5'd2 + b,(t) 652 - 5'212 
> 0; 
(iv) condition (iv) is satisfied with C,(Q) = y, ci(nJ = 0 
c B& 50 9 51 9 82) 5, = b,(t) El2 + b,(t) E," 
IL-l=1 
> Y(!f12 + E22). 
By Theorem 4, we conclude that Eq. (25) has a (weak) solution u in IV’t2 for 
which 11 u //2,2 < p0 provided 
P2 II g II PO’ + c < II A II-l, c = 2max(b, I/ h II , Ii 4 Ii). 
In particular there is always a solution in W~S2 if c Ij A jl < 1. 
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